DE Geography Standard 1a and Civics Standard 4b.
This is a press release from the Federal Civil Defense Advisory Council on June 16, 1951
followed its first meeting held at FCDA headquarters in Washington D.C.
Failure of the public as a whole and the Congress and other legislative bodies to accept
the terrifying facts of what inadequate Civil Defense would mean to our country in case of
enemy attack is appalling. There has been a general disregard of these facts:
a)
The enemies of democracy are capable of delivering a mass attack at any
time on our major cities and production centers.
b)
Regardless of the strength or ability of our armed forces, this could
succeed in great measure.
c)
Without Civil Defense, such an attack would destroy both our morale and
our ability to withstand further attack. It could destroy the industrial power which
supplies our armed forces, and, by creating chaos at home, destroy the will of the
people and our armed forces to fight back…

1.
What role do advisory councils serve in the governance process? Use evidence from the
source to support your response.

2.
The FCDA has asked you to create a campaign to increase awareness about the
importance of Civil Defense in Delaware. How would each of the following terms influence
where you focused the campaign to engage the most citizens?
a.

Hierarchy

b.

Accessibility

c.

Diffusion

Answer Cues:
1.
What role do advisory councils serve in the governance process? Use evidence from the
source to support your response.
·

Set agenda goals for council

·

Gather information

·

Communicate information to relevant bodies

2.
The FCDA has asked you to create a campaign to increase awareness about the
importance of Civil Defense in Delaware. How would each of the following terms influence
where you focused the campaign to engage the most citizens?
a)
Hierarchy: You want to choose a place with a high importance so that
there is a large population in the city and from nearby peripheral smaller cities
b)
Accessibility: You want to make sure the venue is accessible to people
or they will not want to attend, timing for traffic, parking etc.
c)
Diffusion: Based on the hierarchy and the interaction between cities,
determine which cities interact the most so that information spreads through
multiple areas quickly.

